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MISSION

Cornell Tech develops pioneering leaders and technologies for the digital age.

Accelerating tech in NYC...making an impact today

• Fueling the tech talent pipeline
• World-class research hub
• Extensive industry engagement
CREATING DIGITAL PIONEERS: FALL 2017

• 7 masters programs; 2 in partnership with the Technion — Israel Institute of Technology

• More than 250 masters/PhD students and postdocs

• More than 350 graduates

• 30 startups formed on campus; including our Runway Postdocs (part of the Jacobs Technion-Cornell Institute)
INNOVATIVE RESEARCH

Tech for Impact: creating foundational insights and powerful new capabilities

Research groups on campus:
- Security & Privacy
- Computer Vision & Natural Language Processing
- Optimization
- Human-Computer Interaction
- Artificial Intelligence
- Physical Computing
- Computing Systems
FACULTY SUCCESS STORIES

Shiri Azenkot – assistive technology

Serge Belongie – Visipedia (visual encyclopedia)

Ari Juels – Initiative for CryptoCurrencies and Contracts (IC3)

Nicki Dell – computing systems that improve the lives of underserved populations
FROM OUR CORNELL TECH TEAM IN CHELSEA: “HI ROOSEVELT ISLAND, SEE YOU IN JULY!”